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Jetty Island separates Port Gardner (an arm of Puget Sound).
Washington, from the lover Snohomish River channel and acts as a
breakwater for much of the Port of Everett. The Island Is wholly
man-made, having been created from materials dredged over the
years from the lower Snohomish River and deposited on the
tideflats vest of a dike built to enclose verett's waterfront.
The last such disposal took place in 1975. today # Jetty Island
covers approximately 100 acres above mean higher high water, and
extensive mudflats exist to the west. The island provides a
variety of upland, wetland, and aquatic habitat types Important
to the fish and wildlife of the Snohomish River estuary. Its
potential as a site for habitat development using dredged
material Is therefore already established.

On August 12r 1983, Jones & Stokes Associates, Inc. was
contracted by the Seattle District, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
to conduct a study of the value and feasibility of using clean
material dredged from the Snohomish River channel to further
develop specific habitats on and around Jetty Island. The

SObjectives of this study were, by review of the literature and
through limited field surveying, to:

0 Characterize the habitats of Jetty Island and its
associated intertidal areas.

* .r Identify habitats most appropriate for development on
Jetty Island.4 Identify sites physically, biologically and
economically suitable to habitat development using
dredged material.

* Generally Identify species and assemblages most likely
to benefit from or be affected by such habitat
development.

* Recommend specific conceptual designs for carrying out
development of the identified habitats.

It was assumed that 150,000 cubic yards (yd 3 ) of clean
dredged material would be initially available for project
development and that this material would be physically and
chemically appropriate for intertidal disposal.

Jetty Island today Is completely vegetated. This vegetation
is oftosed of five major terrestrial plant communities and two
intertfdal habitats.

S o .-... ... --



0 Scotch Broo Com untty. Covers "34 acres (compared to
030 acres in 1977), primarily on the northern half of
the island and is expanding into the beach grassland
comunity.

0 Reach gra nd Conmuniey. The only beach grassland in
the Snohomish River estuary. Cover "56 acreai this
area Is dwindling due to invasion by other species.
Dune wildtye and bighead sedge predominate.

0 Lay Bal_Barsb Comunity. Dominated by Lyngby's sedge,
this community covers -1 acre on the southeastern edge
of the island. Coverage has not appreciably changed
since 1977.

0 NiihB -NSnazl-o Cuwnity. Nine acres of high salt
marsh (versus six in 1977) exist in small patches on
the island. Several species occur, but 40 percent of
the pickleweed dominated marshes of the entire
Snohomish River estuary occur on Jetty Island.

0 3tt] _ xC2_oziniJJ. The only trees on the island.
Less than 1/2 acre coverage on the north end of the
Island. Little expansion since 1977.

0 Nazint..Agaa.€azwnity. Sea lettuce, bladder wrack,
and Uns nDxbha are scattered over "5 acres of the
rock jetties and training dike, and in shallow
intertidal areas.

0 Zelarass Community. Extensive eelgrass beds exist on
the mudflats vest of the island. These extend vest,
beginning "500-1,000 feet offshore and from south of
the island to approximately the bend in the training
dike north of the isthmus.

Beach grassland and salt marsh communities are specifically
recommended as the habitats most appropriate for development due
to their scarcity in the Snohomish River estuary and the fact
that they already exist on Jetty Island.

Aquatic life was sampled by nearshore beach seining and
along transects on the intertidal mudflats vest of the central
portion of the island. The organisms collected were typical of
other sand/mudflat and eelgrass habitats throughout Puget Sound.
Dovever, the species diversity of benthic invertebrates was
relatively low. The unvegetated mudflat areas were heavily
dominated by burrowing shrimps (Callianas and Up gaks sp.) and
a small bivalve (najW.a).

Placement of dredged material Is recommended to occur only
on unvegetated mudflats west of Jetty Island since such habitats
are abundant in the vicinity of Jetty Island and benthic life is
relatively sparse. specifically, it Is recommended that
development avoid the highly productive eelgrass beds further to
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the west. Also, the use of mudf lats adjacent to the central area
of the island for habitat development Is preferable over more
northern or southern locations because of island topography,
substrate, and proximity to dredging sites. Specific design
recommendations are discussed In decreasing order of preference:

0 Design 3A: Enclosed Lagoon, Filled From Uplands.

- Fully enclose the bay area with a protective berm
of dredged material west of the isthmus in the
center of the Island..

Establish 6 acres of beach grassland at elevations
+12-1/2 feet above mean lower low water (MLLW).

Reduce -5 acres of existing uplands to a minimum
*81 elevation, using the material to fill the area
enclosed by the berm to the same elevation.

-- Open small gaps in the top of the existing
training dike to allow tidal inundation to occur
from the protected eastern side of the island.

,.Establish 24-acre salt marsh community and

approximately 5 acres of sand beach.

0 Design 33: Enclosed Lagoon, Without Fill From Uplands.

Enclose the same area as Design 3A but do not
reduce existing uplands.

- Place a small channel or culvert across the
isthmus so that tidal access is gained from the
protected eastern side.

- Establish beach grassland on the berm, and a -5
acre fringe of salt marsh around the protected
shoreline of the enclosed lagoon.

- .Use materilf from the next maintenance dredging
cycle, 2-3 years later, to finish filling the
enclosed area to "+ feet MLLW, and establish salt
marsh over the resulting '25 acres.

• Design 23: Bowed Spit/Open Lagoon.

Create a spit of dredged material in the same
general area as recommended for other designs,
leaving a gap at its northern end.

Stabilize the point of the spit with some
suitable, unconfining material (old tires, rock,
etc.).

vi
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stabl Loh "S acres of beach grassland above 412-
1/2 feet SIM on the spit.

- stablish "S acres of salt marsh around the
protected interior shoreline of the open lagoon.

Use material from the next maintenance dredging
cycle, 2-3 years later, to fill most of the
enclosed area to +8 feet NLLW or more, and
establish salt marsh over the entire "19 acres.

[This should be considered only if there is to be
no modification of existing uplands. This design
Is de-emphasized due to the necessity for
stabilization materials to control tide and wave
erosion at the end of the spit.]

0 Design 3C: Enclosed Lagoon/open Lagoon.

Create a spit of dredged material in the same
general area as recommended for other designs,
leaving a gap at its northern end.

- Stabilize point of spit.
.. I.

Construct a cross berm joining the spit with Jetty
Island, installing a box culvert to allow tidal
Influx into enclosed lagoon.

- stablish "8 acres of beach grassland and 10 acres
of salt marsh.

Plant community establishent should take place using only
native species. Initial beach grassland development should be
done via plantings of dune wildrye, and perhaps beach peavine and
silver bursage. Initial salt marsh development should take place
via plantings of Lyngby's sedge, pickleweed, seaside arrowgrass,
and three-square bulrush between 48 feet and +10 feet NLLW;
pickleveed and tufted bairgrass should be planted from +10 feet
to 412 feet KLLW. Other Jappropriate species are expected to
establish thmselves in these communities by natural invasion.

No other potential habitat development designs are
recomended Similarly, develolment of other types of habitats
(e.g., aquatic including additional ecigrass beds, or upland
including other plant communities that would affect beach
grassland coverage) are not the most appro riate for Jetty Island
nor the most beneficial to the Snohml's lver estuary generally
and are therefore not recommended.

vii
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IETlDDUCTION

Access from Puget Sound to the Port of Everett, Washington,
via the lower Snohomish River channel is maintained primarily
under the authority of the Seattle District, U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers. Iistorically, sediments from maintenance dredging of
the lover Snohomish River were deposited on the tide flats just
vest of a dike separating the river channel from the waters of
the Sound. Eventually, the long narrow island, named sJetty
Islandw, was created. Although periodic maintenance dredging of
the lover river channel continues to occur, the last addition to
Jetty Island took place in 1975.

Jetty Island was created primarily because the site was
cost-efficient for disposal of materials dredged from the lover
Snohomish River channel. Jetty Island today includes a variety
of habitats which are valuable to the Snohomish River estuary as
a whole (Shapiro & Associates 1978; Parks 1973). The potential
for habitat development on dredged material at the site is
therefore already established.

The Seattle District, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers wished
to study the value and feasibility of using clean material

-* dredged from the lover river channel to develop and diversify the
fish and wildlife habitats around Jetty Island. Specific

-, objectives of this study include:

. Characterization of habitat types and typical species
assemblages existing around Jetty Island, including any
recent changes.

0 Identification of the habitat types most appropriate
f or development at Jetty Island.

- Identification 4f the most feasible locations on or* around the island for habitat development.

- Development of preliminary conceptual plans for
creating specific habitats, including possible physical
configurations and plant communities.

" Identification of potential fish and wildlife benefits
from such habitat development.

* Recommendation of preferred plans.

1.
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Effort toward these obJectives Included reviewing literatureregarding habitat creation with dredged material# recent studies* of the Snohomish River estuary, and studies specific. to the fishand wildlife oft and habitats on and around6 Jetty Island. Field"a fInlg and habitat surveys were also conducted In late summer,

* Al.
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PROJECT $MING MND HISTORY

Jetty Island (figure 1) is located in the outer Snohomish
River estuary and separates the lower river channel from
Possession Sound. The island Is wholly man-made, created from
material dredged from the Snohomish River channel, and deposited
on the tideflats west of the Port of Everett. Underlying Jetty
Island at depths from 3-5 feet Is the original substrate,
consisting of clean gray sand which originally supported large
populations of elams (Parks 1973). This Is covered by a layer of
ine, highly organic silt of recent origin, likely coinciding .

with logging, clearing, and diking of the Snohomish River valley
over the past 0 years (Parks 1973). Above the layer of silt are
the recent sand depositions which make up the bulk of Jetty
Island.

Creation of the island began in 1903 when a 12,550 foot dike
was constructed on the Snohomish River tide flats to divert the
flow of the Snohomish River. This training dike effectively
enclosed much of the Port of Everett (Parks 1973). A gap wasleft in the dike to divert some of the river flow and its
sediment load away from the enclosed harbor. (The gap was closed
and reopened over the years and remains open today. Over the
years, the training dike has been added to so that today It has a
total length of 27#30 0 feet). Material dredged from the river
channel shoreward of the dike was deposited Immediately west of
the dike. Sediment deposition from the Snohomish River and
subsequent channel dredging operations increased the size of
Jetty Island, but at least as recently as 1944, the island had
not been built up to the point that substantial acreages were
exposed at high tide (Corps of Engineers Chart 3-2-8-57). it
reached its present Size of approximately 100 acres above mean
higher high water (SHB) with the last dredge material disposal
along its shoreline In 1975.

Because of its isolated nature. Jetty Island has been little
used by man. Log rafts are moored along its river side, and
access for recreation Is provided by a boat dock located on the
east side of the island. Recreational use of the island appears
to be limited mainly to sport fishing, clamming, and picnicking.

Recently, use of the island by the military as an area for
practicing helicopter manuvering (including takeoffs, landings,
and deployment and retrieval of large concrete blocks) has been
observed (Richter pers. comm.).

3
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.XISTING lHYSICAL G BIOLOGIC&L FATURES O1P JETTY ISLAND

lapnvraphy and Substrate

Unless otherwise stated, all elevations given are relative
to mean lower low water (MLLW) in this report.

Jetty Island runs generally north to south and is low and
narrow, with maximum elevations not exceeding "30 feet above
RLLW. Sigh tides of +11.9 feet or higher flood some of the lover
elevation areas of the interior of the island. The island
substrate is primarily sand, which contains little organic matter
(Parks 1973). Little topsoil has built up over the years, with
Parks (1973) reporting maximum depths of <2 cm occurring on the
north end of the island.

Intertidal sand and mud flats exist on the western side of
the island, extending west for over a mile at the lowest tides;
on the river side are much narrower mudflats. The substrate of
the intertidal areas varies In composition from north to south.
Heavier particulates are deposited on the north end of the
Island, presumably due to current velocity changes (Parks 1973).
On the bay side of the island, clean sands predominate at thenorth and, giving way to silts and muds to the mouth. Also,#ii
going west, particle size decreases across the mudflats. On the
river side the pattern is similar, but the overall size of
particles deposited is smaller than on the bay side.

Tides. Currents. Waves. and Ltorm

Limited tide, current, wave, and storm data are available
specific to Jetty Island. Tidal conditions are very similar to
other areas of Puget Sound. Mean tidal range for fverett harbor
is 7.4 feet, and the extreme range is estimated to be 19 feet
(Malek pers. comm.).

Published information on currents in the imediate vicinity
of the island is lacking. WDOE (1978) has defined generalizedrwave height and littoral sediment transport information for the
Snohomish River delta, including Jetty Island (Figure 2). The
largest waves to which the island is exposed generally originate
from the northwest (Port Susan and Saratoga Passage). The

-maximum fetch from these areas to Jetty Island is approximately
IS nautical miles, and waves heights during storms reach 2-4
feet. Littoral sediment transport Is influenced by this
exposure. Wave energy is split at the northern and southern

- 'bulges' of the island (Figure 2), resulting In both northward
and southward sediment movement at each end of the island. Waves
from the northwest tend to be higher at the southern end of the

5
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Island, probably due to greater mounts of wave energy being
dissipated across the more extensive mudflats off the north end.
As the wave energy is split bi the southern bulge of Jetty
island, waves moving northward are directed at a'sharp angle
toward the beach In the area of the center of the island. (In
all other areas, the wave energy Is directed along the
shoreline.) Brosion of the high beach Is evident in this area.
Except at this location, WDOR (1978) reports Jetty Island to besecreting rather than losing material. lowever, comparison of
1977 and 1983 aerial photos by Jones G Stokes Associates staff
indicates little or no net change in island area over the last 6
years. Shoreline contour also has remained essentially the same.
Accretion may be occurring on the intertidal areas. This could
be determined by comparison of the last intertidal elevation
transects from 1975 (Corps of Engineers Chart 2-2-8-73)t with
new measurements to be made in the near future (Kalek pers.
com.). lovever, one change evident In the aerial photos has
been the build-up since 1977 of a low sand bar at the northern
end of the island, just south of the gap, extending vest from
near the shore for approximately one-third mile. This sand bar
is not exposed at high tide. but Is higher in elevation than the
surrounding intertidal area and may serve to deflect a
significant portion of the river flow coming through the gap out
into the bay and away from the island. If this were the case, it
could explain why the 1983 aerial photos show very little
increase in the size of the island due to sediment accretion.

Salinity has been reported to vary north to south along
Jetty Island at any given time (Parks 1973). Nowever, certain
factors can greatly influence salinities around the Island.
Tides significantly affect salinity on a daily basis. At low
tide, most of the fresh water leaving the Snohomish River
discharges down the dredged river channel along the averett
waterfront, while relatively little is deflected out the gap at
the north end of the island. Surface salinities are therefore
very low on the river sidp at times near low tides, while bay
side surface salinities are not influenced as greatly by fresh
water discharge at these times. As the tide rises, however, this
situation reverses. At high tide, a such Increased cross-
sectional area exists for river water to discharge straight
through the gap,- rather than being deflected south down the
inside of Jetty Island. lence, at high tide, bay aide surface
salinities are lower than salinities on the river side. This is
especially true nearer the north end of the island. Although bay
side salinity is more influenced by river discharge at high tide,
the salinity fluctuation is still less than on the river side,
where salinity can vary from essentially zero to "30 parts per
thousand (ppt) on one tidal cycle. Another factor which wll
Influence the overall salinities around Jetty Island Is the
magnitude of flow from the Snohomish River, which fluctuates with
the season.

77I'-7
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Decause the surface salinity can vary greatly it is
necessary to characterize the factors which may influence it at
the time any measurements are taken. Without such nformation,
It Is extrnely difficult to interpret the representativeness of
salinity data from this area. The limited measurements of
salinity which have been made around Jetty Island are summarized
in Table 1, and sampling locations are shown in Figure 3.

Boule and Shea (1978) recorded salinities on the river side
at high slack tide at the end of October, 1977. Surface
salinities ranged from 17.0-13.0 ppt north to south. Below 3
meters depth, salinities were 25.5 ppt or greater all along the
inside of the island. Day side salinities were measured by Parks
(1973). The surface aalinities were much lowers with averages
ranging from 7.2-15.3 ppt north to south. Nowever, the season
and tidal state when the samples were taken were not reported,
and the salinities reported were Oaveraged from about 60
measurements'. In the present study, surface salinities were
measured at sites on both sides of the island. Some measurements
were made near both high and low tides on September 6 & 7# 1983
(Table 2). These late summer measurements are considered to be
representative of conditions of low flow for the Snohomish River
and therefore of the higher nearshore surface salinities normally
encountered around Jetty Island.

Vegetative Cover

The vegetation of Jetty Island was mapped (Figure 4) from
aerial photographs taken on September 6. 1983. by the Seattle
District. Corps of tngineers. Vegetation changes that have
occurred in recent years were recorded by comparing 1983 and 1977
photographs. Also, visits to the island aided interpretation of
the aerial photographs, as did comparisons with other studies of
Jetty Island vegetation (Parks 29731 Phillips 19771 Shapiro G
Associates 1978).

The vegetative cover of Jetty Island has been recorded by
several workers during the past decade (Parks 29731 Phillips
19771 Shapiro & Associates 1978). No species currently listed by
the Washington Natural Mertage Program (1981, 1982. 1983) as
endangered, threatened. or sensitive have been reported.

Parks (1973) describes the vegetation as a *fascinating
assemblage', noting the diversity of plant communities and
providing species lists based on a ampling scheme laid out along
transects. Unfortunately, be did not include sufficient detail
in his report to allow quantitative comparisons with other
studies.

Parks reported a marked difference between plant occurrence
and distribution on the east side of the island travelling from
north to south. Specifically, he noted the presence of seaside
arrowgrass in the intertidal zone at the north eand of the island,
and its disappearance and replacement by ditchgrass towards the

-. 5.
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*south end of the island. During this study, seaside arrowgrass
was observed occurring with Lyngbys sedge, pickleeed, and
several other species in nearly all the low salt marsh areas
dotting the intertidal sone on the east aide of theisland. The
'smpy areas' (more properly called marshes, as they lack shrubs
or trees) noted by Parks are still discrete communities
surrounded by beach grassland and are mapped as 'high salt marsh
In Figure 4.

Destruction or modification of the plant cover due to human
use of Jetty Island was recorded by Parks and was still evident
during the present study. he disturbance Is limited to a few
established trails and firpits and does not appear to be
seriously threatening any of the plant communities at this time.
It Is not known to what extent recent military use of the island
may affect the habitats and wildlife on the island.

In 1978t Burrell created vegetation maps for the entire
Snohomish River estuary, including Jetty Island, as part of the
Snohamish Estuary Wetlands Study funded by the Seattle District#
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (Shapiro & Associates 1978). At
that time# 34 acres of the island were characterized as areas
with little or no vegetation. Presently, these areas have
sufficient vegetative cover to be Included in either the beach
grassland or Scotch broom communities. Another change in the
vegetation pattern recorded during the present study is the
presence of several additional acres of salt marsh communities.
This can probably be attributed to three factors:

0 expansion of the communities present In 1978

e colonization of areas that were bare In 1978, and

0 previous lumping of several habitat types into one
type.

Phillips (1977) qualitatively described the existing Jetty Island

vegetation, noting many of the same species that were observed
during the present study.

The following community descriptions are based on field
investigations performed In September, 1983.

Five terrestrial and two Intertidal plant communities were
single species, and the remaining three are plant communities

with several co-dominants and composed of many species.

eoteh lgroom Communitv

Approximately 34 acres, primarily on the northern half of
• "Jetty Island, are currently covered by dense stands of Scotch

broom ( istisna sLaouszJlu). In 1977t 30 acres of Scotch broom
existed. Beneath this canopy, many annual and perennial
herbaceous species form a sparse understory. These stands appear

13
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.to be invading the beach grassland community, particularly the
e stands of bighead sedge Qux acracepbhala).

Scotch broom is a good sand stabilizer and has been planted
along the Oregon coast to help stabilize shifting sand dunes
(Wiedmann et &l. 19). Additionally, like all other legumes,
Scotch broom increases soil fertility by fixing atmospheric
nitrogen and contributing it to the soil as the plants die and
decay.

Reach Grassland Community

This plant community presently covers approximately 56 acres
on Jetty Island. In 1977, about 57 total acres of beach
grassland existed. Area losses due to invasion by the Scotch
broom community have therefore been offset by grassland invasion
of previously unvegetated upland areas (Parks 1973). Since
nearly all upland areas of Jetty Island are now vegetated, it can
be expected that total beach grassland acreage vill not expand
further and may possibly decline in the coming years as other
vegetative communities (e.g., Scotch broom and red alder)
continue to invade existing grassland.

The beach grassland of Jetty Island is composed of three
* distinct coununities: pure stands of dune wildrye (ZlymJuS
nnlij)i pure stands of bighead sedge; and mixed stands of dune
vildrye, beach peavine (jLtbjj}u nismo a) and many other
species characteristic of Puget Sound beach grasslands.

Beach grassland provides nestin cover, and feeding habitat
for a variety of birds and mammals (Albright et al. 1980). A
detailed accounting of the species found on Jetty Island is
presented in the following sections. The existing acreage on
Jetty island is significant in that it constitutes 100 percent of
the total that exists in the Snohomish River estuary (Burrell
1978).

The beach grassland community on Jetty Island presently
contains many weedy species that do not characteristically occur
in Puget Sound beach grassland communities. This can probably be

*attributed to the fact that much of the area has recently been
colonized, and plants that are generally considered weeds are
well suited to that task, In time, and if no further unnatural
disturbances occur, the ;ommunity composition should shift away

* from having a high percentage of weedy species.

Low sait Marsh Community

Several patches of low salt marsh exist in the intertidal
sone on the east side of Jetty Island. These areas are dominated

* by Lyngby's sedge (Q£Azz ljnby~t), a common salt marsh plant
found throughout Puget Sound, characteristically In the low marsh

* sone where it colonizes bare mudflat. The total area of Lyngby's
sedge is approximately 1 acre and does not appear to have changed
appreciably since the 1977 photo survey. These patches also

14
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contain seaside arrowgrass (Wtg.2ochin m) three-square
bulrush (AzLpXJV A&9.ezxvAm), - seashore sal tgrass (D~zjallbIs-
s.pI SAtU), Jaunea (WTuimgO Asnai), Lilaeopsis 412,aaps.i.

.i~dankaLa), low clubrush ({icixa entzmus)c ditcbgrass (.a="
,* . mrOtim.L.N), and p uckleweed f(la ir,4a irgini a).

Nigh Salt Marsh Comunity

Several small patches, currently totaling 9 acres, exist on
Jetty Island. In 1977, approzimately 6 acres existed, so high
salt marsh vegetation appears to be expanding its coverage.

" These communities are assemblages of many characteristic Puget "
, .Sound salt marsh species, including:'

e Pickleweed (ali.corni 1i-inJ a)

S Seashore saltgrass ( Di.ti.hl- .VISA)

0 Orache (Ahilsz MtMzU)

0 Pacific silverveed (Rotentila 5mpA")

. Seaside plantain (U nkAw aariltl )

• Canadian sandspurry (Eetr.tr.g ia n sia)

e Creeping bentgrass (Agza&i xiha).

1: These patches are all situated in lOw-lying inland areas that are
S!.-flooded during highest tides (+12.9 feet or higher).

The high salt marsh communities on Jetty Island, although
.* smail, are significant in that they include 40 percent of the

pickleweed-dominated marshes that exist In the Snohomish River
estuary (Shapiro & Associates 1978). Furthermore, these small

*. patches break up the surrounding beach grassland, increasing the
overall diversity and vildlife habitat value.
ta Al kder Coamunit~

Two mall patches of ied alder (&JlMa ua) totalling less
than 1/2 acre (as in 1977) exist on the north half of Jetty

Island.

*- Marine Alga. aolmty

Patches of marine algae occur in the shallow intertidal area
surrounding Jetty Island, on the rock jetties at the north and
south ends of the island, and on the training dike along the
island's east side. The intertidal mudflats support sea lettuce
(J3ls j1st ) and Enteromorpha (Zntazmaoea lntui.alia) The
rocky areas are dominated by bladder wrack (Ineas Al.tchna).

15



3.1gmr.. Community

Extensive eelgrass beds are present on the mudflats vest ofJetty Island. The denser portions of the beds begin at -+l foot

NLLW ('500-,000 feet offshore) and extend far to the west. he
1177 social surveys included infrared photography, which allowed
mapping of the submerged eelgrass. Nore than 1,200 acres of
eelgrass were present at that time in the estuary overall.
approximately half of this total existed in the vicinity of Jetty
Island. The 1983 aerial survey did not include infrared
photography, so it was not possible to assess whether the overall
acreage of this habitat has significantly changed. The eastern
edge of the eelgrass beds, however, appears to be very similar to
that mapped in 1977.

A~uatic Life

Estuaries are typically much more productive than associated
open water or freshwater wetland areas. Decaying plant life
(eg., from salt marshes and eelgrass beds) provides the primary
energy source for major detritus-based food webs, which in turn
provide a great deal of net energy to surrounding marine
environments. Estuarine primary productivity can exceed 5
g/mZ/day (Albright et al. 1980), compared to 0.5 g/mz/day for the ,..._
open ocean (Parks 1973). No similar productivity calculations
have been reported for Jetty Island. However inshore waters of
Puget Bound can produce on the order of 3 g/mr/day (Parks 1973).

The benthic life of the intertidal send/mudflat and eelgrass
bed area extending west from Jetty Island has been sampled by
Parks (1973), Spearman (1981), and during this study (Figure 3).
All of these sampling efforts are discussed below.

Parks sampled the intertidal zone vest of Jetty Island in
1973. Three transects were established at low tide (Figure 3),.
from near the north end to the south end of the island. Parks
found very little marine'life along the northern transect,
whereas along the middle and southern transects marine species
were evident. These general patterns were reported as being
associated with changes in both salinity and substrate
omposition from north to south along the island. Species found
by Parks are listed In Table 2. Dominant animal species included
SalI2anUzsa &a.ljunlans and £MreniLgalJ IA arue on the
unvogetated mudflats and San Ma .Ls .ts in the eelgrass
(Zajtj~A) beds. Intrtldal- plants Included Jizxa and
BnLnaaozis, as well as some Eas and extensive iaAOt1t beds
further west. The Parks study included only a general list of
species found and no site-specific results. Also, few sampling
methods were reported (e.g., no salve sizes or sampling sites
were given). Hence, the species accounts are descriptive onl
Still, the list reported is consistent with species found
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Tablea 2. Organisms Collected from the Intertidal
Sand/Nudflats on the Day Side of J7etty Isl ande

.1 **. Eerett, VA. f ram Nay-October 1973 (Adapted
from Parks 1973) (Bee Figure 3 for Transect
Locations)

PEYLUMN ENERTEA
3aeeatgng= hurqBUri

IaraneImbrt@3 p.3.Igrins

1UYLUM NDLLUSCA
Mlass Pelecypoda

Transnea tilantilln

* 3ytilus *gh1±1

Class Gastropoda (snails)
Litrna sctua

PHYLUM ANNELIMA
* Class Polychacta (Segmented wormis)

-~ Lumbrinmarl aa1&U

rlyMnella rubrocinct

PHYLUM MI! ROPODA -

Class Crustacea

Im s azma&t (parasitic on lliasu

ca1a :(attached to LQAZau)

kasa M.5a. (inhabiting Itoiashells)
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other typical sand/mudflat habitats around Puget Sound (Kozloff
1976).

Spearman (1981) sampled along three transects at the south
end of Jetty Island (Figure 3). More specific sampling
information was given, but most organisms were identified only to
class. Table 3 lists the smaller organisms (.064 sn sieve) found
in Spearman's study. In addition, LAlianaza, hkaxanic1a, and
&Lubwnerins ap. were reportedly common. The organisms reported
were at least consistent to class with those found by Parks
(1973)t but no specific comparison vith Parks' southern transect,
for instance, can be made since Parks' data were not broken down
by ampling location. Therefore, it is not possible to determine
whether any change in species diversity, abundance, or
distribution had occured in the 8 years between the two studies.
Spearman's findings, like Parks', also appear consistent with
other sand/mudflat habitats in Puget Sound.

Additional intertidal sampling was conducted by Jones £
Stokes Associates staff during the present study. Four transects
were established in the central area of Jetty Island (Figure 3),
and the benthic infauna were sampled at low tide (-1.6 feet KLLW)
at three locations along each transect. Table 4 summarizes the
species found during sampling, and more detailed descriptions of
methods and observations are given in the Appendix.

The intertidal mudflats were dominated by a few species,
including burrowing shrimps (Cajlj1 nussj A jan ls and
"ogabji juig.ttjXs£ja), small bivalves (primarily Cxygdna,
£a1f~rnica), and polychaetes. Other bivalves and amphipod

species were also relatively common. with the exception of the
burrowing shrimps and the small bivalves, however, the overall
abundance (no formal biomass estimates were made) of benthic
infauna was surprisingly low. The mudflat areas sampled were
Ienerally so dominated by the burrowing shrimps as to give the
mpression that larval/juvenile recruitment by other species may

be limited by predation from these shrimps. Other factors that
could explain this dominance include salinity tolerance,
substrate or elevation preferences, etc.

Of the relatively common species, zW-5mY. was more
abundant in the southern transects. Other species were either
generally distributed or were too rarely collected to determine
any distribution trends. S&LllianaUm or DMnsga b burrows surface
burrow density were similar in abundance between transects and
from east to west along a transect (50-80 burrow openings/square
meter).

* Overall, the species found were similar to those indentified
by Parks (1973) and Spearman (1981), but none of the
distributional changes reported by Parks (1973) were obvious.
This may be because our transects were relatively close together
in the central part of the island. Very little overlap has
occurred among the three studies relative to the areas sampled.
Since sampling methods and precision of identification vared, it
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is probably not useful to try to compare these studies In other
than the most general terms. Ideally, nore sampling should be
done on all sides of Jetty Island to character ie habitat use
throughout the year. For the time being, the sampling
undertaken in this study Is sufficient to characterize the
intertidal areas vest of the central portions of the island only.
If dredged material were to be placed in any other area, that
area would require further biological characterization.

The Snohomish River estuary has been designated an Area of
Najor liological Significance (ANDS) for American shad (h1.aa
jiiLJjijjia ) and English sole (eraxphrzs zla;izum) (VDOE 1981).
Young shad utilize the Snohomish River estuary as a spring
nursery ground. This species is probably expanding Its range.
The shallow, soft-bottomed areas of Port Gardner are also
Important spring and winter nursery grounds for English sole.

In general, the aquatic habitat types found around Jetty
Island are important to a variety of fishes. Cottids (including
the staghorn sculpin collected during this study), flatfish
species, and Gobiids (including the arrow goby collected during
this study) are often counon over sand/mudflat areas. Eelgrass
beds are particularly important and are utilized by many local
fishes, including those already mentioned as well as herring and
salmonids.

During this study, beach seining was performed near high
tide on September 6, 1983, within 0200 feet of shore at four
sites (Figure 3). Species collected are given in Table 5. Very
few fish were caught, shiner perch and Juvenile surf smelt
predominating. That few fishes were caught does not indicate
lack of use of the ares. The sand/mudflat area Is so wide that,
especially after relatively low tides, fishes which normally
mi rate to higher elevations at high tide may not have had
sufficient time to reach the areas sampled (those nearest to
shore) at the time of sampling. If seining had been done as the
tide was beginning to recede, instead of when not quite fully
high, different usage by fishes night have been Indicated.
I~quatic mamml-

Narbor seals (2haa jtna.&), California sea lions
(2L20hi10 ualfornieus), Dalls' porpoise (02hatciailU Aa21), and
possibly the Killer whale (OQzims ala) are marine mammals that
can be expected to be observed In the vicinity of Jetty Island.

Pinnipeds have been observed hauled-out on Jetty Island in
the aest. Narbor seals, especially, tend to haul-out on sand or
mud bars at upper intertidal elevations where slopes are fairly
gentle (Gentry pers. comm.), though they may also utilize man-
made structures and rocky spits or groins (Gentry pars. comm.).
California sea lions, on the other hand, are basically
undistinguishing In their choice of a haul-out location (Gentry
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Table S. Fishes Collected by Jones £ Stokes Associates, Inc.
Staff by Beach Seine at Sigh Tide, Within 100 Feet
of the Western Shore of Jetty Island, Everett, WA,
on September 6, 1983 (See Figure 3 for Sample Site
Locations and Appendix for Description of Nethods)

SAMPLE SITEspeci.s I 2 1

Shiner perch 18 13 11 2
(Cvmtogaste aggregata)

Staghorn sculpin 1 1 1
* - ( ius aRatmn)

Pacific herring (Juveniles) 7
'(Iwu hau)
Surf melt (Juveniles to 100 mm) 4

*.(I ym~u DtL n)

Surf melt (Juveniles to 50 am) Many
(JL Vretio I&)

Chinook salmon (smolt) 1
(Oncornhus tahata )

22
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pets. comm.). Jetty Island already has appropriate haul-out
areas, and indeed harbor seals and California sea lions have been
observed using -them (Spearman 1981). It is possible that
development of more areas which would be attractive as haul-out
locations could increase the use of Jetty Island by these
amals.

The harbor seal was listed by WDOE (1976) as a species to
which the Snohomish River delta was considered "criticall but
this has been re-evaluated for the WDOE (1981) ARDS study, and
the delta is no longer considered as an area of outstanding
significance to this ammal.

Snohomish River marsh areas are an ARDS for the river otter
(L~r~ nadana a) wCDOZ 1981).

Aviran"

Due to the varied brush/grassland habitats and relative
isolation from human activity, Jetty Island is important to a
variety of bird species for loafing, feeding, breeding and
nesting. Table 6 sumarizes bird use typically found in habitats
found In the Jetty Island area.

Jetty Island hosts the only known breeding colony of Arctic
tern ( .grne aJUa) In the contiguous western United States
(Manuwal et al. 1979; Paulson pors. comn.1 Richter pars. comm.).
This species prefers open sand areas for breeding. Peters et al.
(1978) identified Arctic terns on Jetty Island as common terns
(Sterns hirundo), Although cmmon terns do utilize the island.
it is now recognized that they are not known to nest there.
Common tern breeding colonies mapped by Peters et al. (1978)
actually represent Arctic tern breeding sites. Two Arctic tern
nesting areas were recorded in 1977 by those authors, one near
the bend in the training dike just north of the island's isthmus
and one near the northernmost tip of the island. No nests were
observed during surveys in Nay# 1984 (Richter pars. com.). Few
suitable nesting areas exist on the southern end of the island#
but the potential for Arctic tern breeding on the north end is
expected to exist for several years (Richter pers. com.).

Several other bird specles utilize the island for breeding.
Canada geese (ALanLa saJinak) nesting has been increasing on
Jetty Island recently (Richter pars. com.). Glaucous-winged
gulls (LM&as SAa maena) and mallard ducks (am &latrhnhaa),.
as well as swallows, sparrows, and blackbirds, all nest there
(Parks 19731 Spearman 1981).

a variety of birds me the area for feeding and/or loafing.
As many as 30 species of waterfowl can be expected to be observed
in the vicinity. The Snohomish River estuary, generally, is
considered an ARDS for mallard ducks (wintering area for S#000+
birds) and American wigeon (AuM mz±Aana) (wintering and
stopover area for 10,000+ birds (Van Wormer 1979 pets. comm. An
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WDOZ 1981). Additionally, black brant (Jzjntjj aisjjianS) have
been observed feeding in eelgrass flats (Richter pars. comm.).
The extensive mudflats and narr .v sandy beaches on the west side
of the island are utilized by western sandpipers (Cidr i..
sjjri), dunlins (C.alldA.s Alplva), black-bellied plover
(1222"22ly i n@qatarala), and other shorebirds. Red-tailed hawks
(2n)ke jajajMAAiBs)# marsh hawks (CjrAls" AynjuJa) (observed
during the present study), and nighthawk (bhoxdeIjj ainne)
(Parks 1973) hunt and possibly nest on Jetty Island. Great blue
heron (Axdu hazaMju) heavily utilize the extensive tidal flats
vest of the island for feeding. Short-eared owls (a&Sj £La)a sa)
and wrens have also been observed on Jetty Island.

As plant succession continues and the island's habitat
composition changes (at first with the loss of open-sand uplands,
toward the continued expansion of brushland over beach
grasslands, and presumably to eventual expansion of red alder
areas), bird and other terrestrial wildlife use can be expected
to change. As an example, Richter (per*. comm.) has noted an
apparent downward trend in the densities of nests of glaucous-
winged gulls since 1978. Also, he has noted that the gull
breeding colonies are migrating northward. Eowever, species
utilization of the intertidal feeding areas will likely remain
similar in the future to that which exists at present. Those
species of shorebirds and wading birds which feed across tidal
flats should continue to do so west of Jetty Island.

Terrestrial Razuis i

Because of its isolation, Jetty Island Is apparently
utilited by few terrestrial mammal species. Parks (1973) trapped
mice and observed rats on the island and speculated that other
small mammals, such as shrews, may be present. During the
present study, fresh dog tracks were observed over the intertidal
sane at low tide at a time when no other humans were observed on
the island. Therefore, it Is possible that some dogs have become
stranded or are existing feral on the island. No other mammals
are known to be established on Jetty Island at this time.
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"ABITAT CREATION USING DREDGED MATERZIS

Habitat creation is the consequence of every dredged
material disposal oeration not specifically designed to prevent
use of the disposal site by plants and/or animals (Lun et al.
1978a). Nost habitat development with dredged material has been
unintentional, arising from placement of material in a location

-with nothing other than dis posal in mind. Such disposal has
-created different kinds of habitats, ranging from aquatic to

upland. For example, over 2,000 islands have been created with
-dredged material (Soots & Landis 1978). Purposeful habitat
development has also occurred. For example, Garbisch (1977)
identified 10 projects specifically designed to develop wetland
habitat using dredged materials. Ten of these projects were on

-the west coast. Examples of intentional wetland and upland
- habitat development with dredged materials in and near the
t Pacific Northwest are Killer Sands in the lower Columbia River

(Clairain et al. 1978) and Salt Pond #3 in south San Francisco
* .Bay (Norris et al. 1978). Feasibility studies have also been

conducted for salt marsh development in other Pacific Northwest
locations, including areas of Grays Barbor, Washington (Armstrong
et al. 1979; Vincent 1978).

* Three main habitats can be created with dredged materials:
aquatic, upland, or wetland. (The definitions of the major
habitat categories used herein are those of Lunz et al. 12978.)
Several specific types of each habitat can be produced and each
targets different species or assemblages. Examples of general

-aquatic habitat development might include such projects as
modifying substrate characteristics (e.g., particle size) to be
more suitable to target organisms and the Osealing = of
contaminated sediments by burial with clean dredged material
(Lunz et al. 1978). New upland habitats are often created at the
expense of underlying wetland or aquatic habitats. If certain
critical upland habitats are lacking or marginal in quality in a
particular area, this may be a positive trade-off. However, the
profound reductions in the mount of wetland habitat throughout
he world, which has corresponded to increases in human activity

over the last century particularly (Albright et al. 1980), make
it necessary to review very critically any habitat development
bich has as its consequence the-loss of wetland areas.

Any of these major habitats might be the most appropriate
for development under specific circumstances. Once the decision
is made as to the type of habitat most appropriate, a key
question to address is whether the newly developed habitat would
be more valuable than the one it replaces. For example, salt
marshes may be in short supply in an area, but their creation at
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the expense of existing habitat would need to be assessed.
Usuall y, the comparative values of habitats are.not easy to
determine and can be modified by several factors,: such as the
extent of similar habitats in surrounding areas and the abundance
or lack of the target organisms chosen, including endangered
species. It Is generally believed that a diversity of habitat
types in an area is nore valuable to a greater number of species
than is any one of the Individual habitats covering the same area
(KacArthur 1960; Abele 1974 ln Lunz et al. 1978).

Physical a Biololcal Pactors of IportanCee

Several physical and biological factors are important to the
development of any of the major types of habitats. Physical
factors may include: proximity to dredge sites; exposure to sun,
wind, tide, and wave action; stability of foundation materials;
elevation relative to tidal action; slope; substrate
characteristics (texture, fertility, pH, contamination, etc.); -

necessity for stabilization; salinity (soil and water); climate
• . and microclimate: availability and cost of plant speciesi timing

of disposal (season and periodicity); and projected life of the
designed habitat. Biological factors may include: existing
biological communities and habitats smothered or impacted by
dredged material disposall proximity and extent of habitat -

similar to that altered by disposal proximity and extent of
habitat similar to that developed; projected use of the new
habitat; the species selected as target organisms; population
characteristics (ability to establish, compete, or reproduce);
ability of plant species to stabilize substratel etc. These
physical and biological features, along with others, will
determine the feasibility of a particular desired habitat
development project. Several of these factors can be partially
controlled by confining or stabilizing the dredged material.
However, these actions can place further constraints on the

- design of the developed habitat, especially cost constraints.

7~1
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS FOR HABITAT DEVELOPMENT AT JETTY ISLAND

Constraints

Seversi practical constraints affect potential habitat
development concepts at Jetty Island.

• The location of the dredging sites (the turning basin
in the Snohomish River channel, and downstream [Figure
1]) preclude consideration of the northernmost portions
of the island as disposal sites (Malek pers. coL).

9 The southernmost area requires study of foundation
stability before placement of significant amounts of
the larger-grained dredged-material can be considered.

• Confinement of the disposed material by means of a dike
• Is counter to conditions set forth in the Consensus

Guidelines, Future Development of the Port of Everett -
Citizen's Planning/Mediation Committee (1977). The
Consensus Guidelines specify that any allowed disposal
Oshould be an extension in form and in character of the
existing island.*

* Sconomic considerations (as well as the Consensus
Guidelines regarding confinement) de-emphasize
investigation of extensive use of stabilization
materials (rock debris, scrap tires, etc.) other than
vegetation.

* The mount of new dredgedmaterial available for use is
assumed to be 150,000 yd3 initially, with subsequent
maintenance dredging providing an additional 50,000
cubic yards/year average, dredged on a 2-3 year cycle
(Nalek pers. comm.).

Given the above constraints, the following concepts assume
habitat development will take place in the mid-sections of the
island (roughly within the area sampled by transect in this
study), without confinement, for the most part vithouL permanent
stabilizing other than vegetation, and that 150,000 ydJ of clean,
fine sand dredged material will be initially available.
Consideration of other physical and biological aspects will be
addressed in the following paragraphs.

For the purpose of these conceptual designs, we assume no
restrictions exist relative to minor restructuring or
modification of existing upland areas of Jetty Island. Habitat
loss by such activity will be weighed against new habitat gain,
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just as for the loss of intertidal areas during dredged material
disposal.

.abitats Most Anproprlate for Developen-

Rabitat yMe and Location Selection

Habitat surveys of the Snohomish River estuary were most
. recently published in the Snohouish Rstuary Wetlands Study (SZfS)
Summary Volume by Shapiro & Associates (1978). (No more up-to-
date breakdown on the areas of different habitats in the
Snohomish River estuary is currently available.) Sand/nudflats
(primarily off Jetty Island) covered over 3.000 acres (4.7 square
miles), and eelgrass beds comprised over 40 percent (2,200+
acres) of that acreage. Salt marshes existed over only "430
acres V8 total acres occurred on Jetty Island in 1977, and "10
acres occur there today) and swamp areas occurred over 1,650
acres. Vegetated uplands covered over 30,000 acres within the
estuary, including most of the "lOO upland acres of Jetty Island.

It is not considered feasible to create strictly freshwater
habitat, such as a pond or freshwater marsh, on Jetty Island.
While the wildlife value and productivity of such habitats,
especially in juxtaposition to saltwater areas, Is recognized,
several factors place constraints on their development. First, a --

. constant freshwater source is not easily available. Second, the
porosity and salinity of the soil on the island vould necessitate
lining the floor and walls of a freshwater habitat development
site with Impermeable material, such as clay or plastic. Third,
berming to approximately +20 feet KNEW would be necessary to
protect the freshwater environment from storms. This would -,
require extensive modification of existing uplands, in addition
to placement of newly dredged material. The costs and
engineering associated with overcomin these problus would be
prohibitive. Upland, salt marsh, and aquatic (sand/nudflat or
eelgrass beds, etc.) habitats could feasibly be developed
however.

Isolated upland habitat has value to the Snohonish River
estuary in general. Jetty Island, in particular, provides upland
areas isolated to ame degree from predators and human influence;
and as such, it Is a valuable resource for several animal
species, including breeding birds. Beach grassland Is an upland
type particularly appropriate for development on Jetty Island.
As mentioned previously, beach grassland is presently limited in
the Snohomish River estuary to the existing acreage on Jetty
Island, so expansion of this acreage would benefit the wildlife
species attracted by this habitat type. Furthemore, when newly
created upland areas require stabilization against wind and wave
induced erosion, the beach grassland oo munity is best suited to
the task.
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Aquatic habitats surrounding Jetty island including
elgrass beds and unvegetated sand/nudflats, are extensive.

Belgrass beds are areas of high -,imary productivity (Albright et
aI. 1980)t and provide Important ,abitat for a variety of aquatic
organisms, including several that are commercially Important.

K Unvegetated mudflats, more often exposed than eelgrass beds at
low Ude, support large populations of invertebrates of lesser
commercial or recreational isportance (e.g., rallianasa and
Abazmnsal.a sp.) but are or great trophic importance to
surrounding aquatic and terrestrial environments, primarily via
the importance of these areas for feeding by fishes and
shorebirds. Also, algal associations of very high primary
productivity are often found in relation to mudflat areas, major
genera being Diva and Enteromorha. While these aquatic habitats
are important, they do not appear to be limiting in the Snohomish
River estuary (1,200 acres of eelgrass, 1,800 acres of
unvegetated mudflat) and therefore may not be the most
appropriate habitats to develop through the use of dredged
material.

Of the habitat types possible, beach grassland and salt
marsh are by far the least abundant in the estuary. As mentioned
.earlier, beach grasslands are important to many species of
vildlife and currently exist nowhere in the Snohomish River
estuary other than on Jetty Island. Salt marsh Is also not very

:abundant in the estuary. The proximity of extensive sand/mudflat
feeding areas for shorebirds, which could be attracted by salt
marsh habitat, helps make salt marsh establishment on the island
an especially attractive prospect. In addition, salt marshes are

* important nursery grounds for juvenile salmonids, and decaying
salt marsh vegetation is a source of seasonally large amounts of
nutrients which are exported to surrounding aquatic habitats

* (Albright et al. 1980).

Salt marsh and beach grassland areas can easily be developed(together as the major plant comunities established on different
elevations of dredged materials which have been placed and shaped
so as to make the resulting formation especially suitable for
these habitats.

Salt marsh development requires protected high intertidal
areas which are essentially onshore. A likely location for
creating such area Is around the narrow, south-central isthmus
of the Island. At that location, several designs, such as a spit
extending north or south from the southern or northern bulges,
respectively; a barrier berm enclosing the entire bay area formed
by the Isthmus; or chain islands in the same area, could create
appropriate intertidal/shoreline areas for salt marsh
establishment and allow for beach grassland development above
KIEV. Such siting would eliminate some unvegetated sand/mudflat,
but would minimize impacts to existing eelgrass beds and at the
same time could have the added benefit of modifying erosion
characteristics near the isthmus (see Tides, Currents, Waves and
Storms) by "smoothing out' the shoreline contour. Also, the
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maximum protected area could be created using the minimum mount

of dredged material by working in this location.

Siting further to the north would entail the creation of an
additional bulge in the shoreline and would produce additional
areas where wave energy is directed sharply toward shore. Much
further to the north is too far from the dredging site to be
feasible. To the south of the proposed site, the stability of

:the existing substrate would require study before it could be
4 considered as a development site. Also, the water in the extreme

southern area Is currently too deep to establish upland and marsh
habitat with the proposed quantities of dredge material. That
area Is currently designated a disposal site of the Port of
*verett, and the possibility of use restrictions cannot be
determined at this time.

All of the habitat development concepts discussed in the
following sections are based on habitat development in the
general area of the Isthmus.

Criteria for Habitat Developnent

yia ICitria. Many physical factors will influence the
success of any salt marsh establishment scheme and must be
carefully evaluated and incorporated before the project begins.
The factors listed below are considered critical by several
authors (Kadlec and Wentz 1974; Garbisch 1977; Environmental
Laboratory 1978; Woodhouse 1979).

a. Zlavation. The elevation of the disposed dredge
material must be monitored and controlled relative to tidal
datums if the plant establishment project is to succeed. Too low
an elevation will result in excessive tidal inundation,
preventing the establishment or growth of the desired species.
Too high an elevation may result in low groundwater levels and
colonization by upland species. Williams and Harvey (1983),
Woodhouse (1979), and Garbisch (1979) recommend observing nearby
natural marshes to obtain the best estimates of suitable
elevations for marsh establishment. Recent studies in the
Northwest (onda and Disraeli 1979; McGee 1978) report
elevational limits for all of the characteristic Puget Sound salt
marsh species, including those already existing on Jetty Island.
Table 7 lists these limiting elevations.

b. AM=. Because salt marsh vegetation Is restricted to a
mall elevation range, slope Is a critical factor in determining

- the extent of newly-created marshlanda. To gain the greatest
area, and still retain optimum plant growth, the slope should be
nearly flat but still allow water to run off. If drainage Is
.poor, pools of salt water may remain between tides, and plant
growth may be stunted or inhibited in those areas (Woodhouse
1979). Garbisch (1977) cautions that sites developed by
hydraulic dredge disposal will generally encounter material
-mounding at each outfall location, resulting in unacceptably
steep slopes that will require grading.
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a. Salini. Although free water salinity Is often listed
as a limiting factor in the growth of salt marsh species, soil
salinities may -be as, if not more, important (Penfound and
Hathaway 1938). Purtbermore, Barko et &I. (1977) report that
soil salinities may teach high levels in hydraulically deposited
dredge spoils due to mixing of the sediments with saline water
overlaying the deposits during the dredging operation.
Subsequent drying of the deposited sediments can result in
increased salinities. This phenomenon may occur at Jetty Island,
as relatively high salinity values (27 ppt) have been recorded
from the bottom of the channel in the area of the proposed
dredging (Boule and Shea 1978). However, the final salinity of
the newly deposited dredge spoils is dependent upon many factors,
including elevation, freshwater input, and evapotraspiration
(Purer 1942). Woodhouse (1979) reports that salinity levels in
sandy materials are not likely to impede the establishment of
locally adapted marsh species.

Kadlec and Wentz (1974) caution that many salt-tolerant
species grow better in fresh or slightly brackish water, and
salinities observed where the plants grow naturally are not
necessarily the beat criteria for determing whether the plant
will grow at the new site. Nevertheless, the free-water and soil
salini ties recorded during this study and during recent studies
in other Washington salt marshes (Fonda and Disraeli l979;
Northwest Environmental Consultants 1977) indicate that soil
salinities should not be a limiting factor at Jetty Island.

d. ftbatIB12. The sandy substrate that will be used to
create new marsh and grassland at Jetty Island should not prevent
the establishment of the recommended species, but post-planting
fertilization may be required to achieve desired growth rates.
Woodhouse (1979) reports that planting is easiest on sandy soils,
but the principal disadvantage of this type of soil is a
typically low nutrient content. Be further notes that this
yroblm is often ameliorated by nutrient-rich estuarine waters,

ut in some cases fertilization may be required to assure rapid
establishment. Barvey (1983) also indicated that, in general,
fine sands with some silt or clay fraction provided the best
substrate for plant growth because of the high ion exchange
capacity and consequently high nutrient availability. Garbisch
(1977) states that fertilization should be conducted for all
marsh establishment .Work In sandy sediments. Whether
fertilization will be required at Jetty Island can probably best
be determined by performing a nutrient analysis of the dredged ".-

. material at the time the plan Is Implmented.

e. ZzpnaizA..±nt ama._&cklnn. Harsh plants are generally
able to tolerate low or moderate wave energies but cannot
withstand high wave energies (Woodhouse 1979). While many
factors determine wave regime and affect the feasibility of a
marsh establishment plan, Woodhouse suggests that fetch is
probably the most readily determined and most meaningful factor,
and sites with fetches of greater than 4-5 miles are unsuitable.
A marsh establishment project at Ronnie Island, Washington, was
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abandoned primarily due to unresolvable problems associated with
high wave energy ot the site (Vincent 1978).

f. ma.jPonz t"_l.Dabzis. Burial of marsh vegetation by
washed-up logs elgrass detritus. and inorganic debris may
Impede or prevent marsh plant establishment. If marsh
establishment In attempted in the litter deposition sone
Garbiscb (1977) recommends planting the most mature stock
available to increase its chances of survival. Be reports

. howver, that the zone of litter deposition is an excellent
location to construct tidal creeks in marsh establishment
schemes. These creeks will increase water circulation, increase

.habitat diversity, function as depositories for litter, and
provide the optimum environment for the decomposition of the
litter and export of nutrients.

.Ii 1nuiOaL..CzIkJria. All species considered for the
.vegetation establishment scheme should be native both to Western

Washington and to the plant community that is being established.
Restricting the selections with these two basic criteria will

. prevent the introduction of species that may be potential pests,
-. ensure the selection of species that will successfully compete

* within the community, and provide resident wildlife with
-.-appropriate habitat components.

Hunt et al. (1978) recommend selecting the species for a
-particular site after considering:

9 basic growth requirements;

0 tolerances to extremes of temperature, light, moisture,
pi6 salinity, contaminants, and nutrients;

. growth forml

* • reproductive methods;

• production of wildlife food and cover;

- competitive ability;

e ability to modify site conditions;

• hardiness;

. resistance to disease and insects; and

0 need for maintenance, management, or control.

Once species are selected with these criteria, their
arrangement within the marsh will be dictated primarily by their
salinity tolerance and tolerance to tidal inundation.

. xisting vegetation patterns near the site should be
observed to determine the appropriate species composition for -
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each plant community. Additionally, recent literature describing
salt marsh sonation, community structure, and species composition
should be consulted.
.leeomentde imbitatu

After consideration of the physical and biological factors
influencing Jetty Island, two distinct plant communities, beach
grassland and salt marsh, are recommended for establishment, The
beach grassland will stabilize the substrate in the uplands
(above approximately +12-1/2 feet NLLW) on the western shore of

7! the newly deposited dredge spoils, where high wave energy and
litter accumulation prevent the establishment of salt marsh. In
protected areas, a salt marsh community is recommended for the
sane between +8 and +12 feet above NLM.

The following discussion describes the species that are
recommended. The pertinent characteristics of each species were
also summarized in Table 7.

All of the species are native to Western Washington and
presently occur in the Snohomish River estuary. Consequently,
they are adapted to local environmental conditions and are
available as a seed source or for transplanting to the new site.

The information in the following discussion and Table 7 is
based on the reports of many workers, including Kadlec and Wentz
(1974), Invironmental Laboratory (1978), Woodhouse (1979), Landin
(1978), cGee (1978), Northwest Znvironmental Consultants (1977),
Fonda and Disraeli (1979), Jefferson (1975), Clairain et &I.

. (1978), and Knutson & Woodhouse (1983).

Bletween approximately +8 and +10
feet, existing low marsh vegetation on Jetty Island is composed
of Lyngbys sedge, pickleveed, seaside arrowgrass, and three-
suare bulrush. These species, subject to the guidelines
discussed below and summarized in Table 7, are recommended for
establishment at the same elevations. Several additional
species, including Jamea, Lilaeopsis, ditchgrass, low clubrush,
and seaside plantain are .lso present in this zone In minor
amounts and can be expected to establish at the new site through
natural Invasion.

Lyngby's sedge is an excellent soil stabilizer, easily
transplanted, and tolerant of the soil and free-water salinities
expected at the new site. It grows at most elevations throughout
a marsh but typically creates dense stands only in the lowest
vegetated zones. Natural establishment occurs from seeding and
stranded pieces of xootstocki artificial establishment Is best
accomplished by transplanting. Lyngby's sedge provides food for
birds and mals and nesting cover for ducks and geese.

Pickleveed Is found at all elevations in Washington salt
marshes. It characteristically colonizes and stabilizes the
lowest elevations on sandy substrate and also forms dense mats in
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hbigbly saline high marsh zones. Pickleveed is easily
- transplanted, although several authors recommend against it,
noting that It rapidly invades disturbed areas if:. propagule
source Is nearby. Pickleweed provides food and cover for small
maumals and food for ducks.

Seaside arrowgrasa In another common mudflt pioneer in
Washington salt marshes, occurring from +6 feet NLLN up to the
upper limit of the marsh. An excellent soil stabilizer, this
species characteristically formaslarge circular colonies on bare
oudflt that effectively trap sediments. Seaside arrowgrass has
been successfully propagated by transplanting and seeding. It
provides food and cover for waterfowl.

* Three-square bulrush occurs in brackish marshes throughout
Western Washington, colonizing mudflats and providing excellent
food for waterfowl, particularly geese. It is not as salt-
tolerant as pickleveed or seaside arrovgrass. In the looksackRiver delta, three-square bulrush occurs in a zone extending from
+7.5-10 feet NLLW , although It provides most of its cover below
+9 feet. Above 9 feet, it is replaced by Lyngby's sedge. Three-

.square bulrush has been propagated by transplanting tubers or
entire plants.

Hligh Harsh Vegetation. Pickleveed and tufted hairgrass are
the species recommended for establishing a high marsh zone on
'Jetty Island. Both species are good soil stabilizers, and are
otherwise appropriate in consideration of the physical and
biological factors discussed previously.

Pickleweed was previously discussed under 'Low MarshVegetati on".

Tufted hairgrass, lacking on Jetty Island but reported
elsewhere in the Snohomish River delta, is an excellent choice
for planting above 313W at the now site. It is easily propagated
.by transplanting, a good soil stabilizer and sediment
accumulator, and provides good cover and fair food value for
wildlife. 7

hambfzamijllan. Dune wildrye is the recommended species
for establishing new beach grassland habitat and stabilizing
newly created beach areps in areas above +12 feet MLLW on Jetty
Island.

Dune wIldrye is an excellent soil stabilizer, capable of
rapid growth, and provides forage and cover for many wildlife
species. Kowever, there Is very little information available on
the propagation and management of this species. European
beachgrass, a non-native species that Is easily propagatedr has
been the preferred species for vest coast dune stablization
projects since the 1930s. Nevertheless Dune wildrye has been
successfully established along the Oregon coast, and the

[  experience ied there makes it a good choice for establishment
on Jetty sl and. Temperature and timing are critical
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considerations for the successful transplanting of this species;
temperature must be below,130 Cg and transplanting must be done
during the plant's dormant period, November through Pebruary.

If increased species diversity Is desired at the time of
establishment, beach peavine and silver bursage could be
intermixed with the wildrye planting. However, these species
already exist in Jetty Island's beach grassland community and
probably will naturally establish themselves at the new site.

Nildlife Specie. 5anefite

The development of beach grassland and salt marsh habitats
would benefit a wide assemblage of vertebrate and invertebrate
species by providing additional habitat diversity in the estuary.
'As previously mentioned, beach grassland and salt marsh habitats
are among the most limited habitats presently occurring in the
estuary. The addition of beach grass and salt marsh acreage is
expected to complement wildlife use of those habitats nov present
on and Immediately adjacent to Jetty Island.

For example, shorebirds now feeding on the mudflats and
narrow sandy beaches of Jetty Island are likely to utilize salt
marsh habitat for additional feeding as well as for resting and
protection from wind. Because of the open, exposed nature of the
west side of Jetty Island, very little protection from wind and
waves is now provided.

The addition of beach grassland would provide acreage above
and beyond that now present on Jetty Island, thereby most likely

- providing additional habitat for the following mammals: deer .
mice (Zfzaiys.sus aaniglaLcij&), Townsend's vole (BMigraEu
±LO efnfenDd), and shrews (Suax app.). Bawks, short-eared owls,
and other raptorial birds would benefit from any additions to
prey populations.

Until covered by beach grass and other vegetation, dredged
material is expected to provide potential nesting sites for
colonial nesting birds, such as Arctic terns, glacous-winged and
western gulls, and Killdeer.

The addition of salt marsh habitat and associated sloughs
and open sand or mudflats'would benefit a wide assemblage of
organisms. Invertebrate populations, particularly Saragbigiu
mphipods, leomysil, Barpa cticoid copepods and insects, will
provide a food base for flsh species, such as chinook and chum
salmon, smelts, and shiner perch. Congleton and Smith (1976)
found that juvenile chum and chinook salmon utilize kagit River
marshes and tidal flats for feeding on dipteran adults and
larvae, harpacticoid copepods, and the estuarine amphipod
Jnianaz _aina n aDZnuilu. Fresh et al. (1978) determined that
coho salmon sampled with beach seines at the Nisqually delta
ingested high nmbers of gamarid mphipods, cumaceans, isopods,
and mysids.
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Judging from the results of beach seining conducted at Jetty
Island by Jones a Stokes Associates biologists, marsh areas open
to tidal influence could also be expected to support other
juvenile fish species, such as shiner perch, surf smelt, and
Pacific herring. Pearcy and Myers (1974) found the Taquina Day
estuary In Oregon to be an Important spawning and rearing area
for approximately 45 non-salmonid fish species.

galt marsh will also provide habitat for higher trophic
organiems, such as waterfowl, rails, song sparrows, and a variety
of raptors. A protected marsh area will provide refuge for
shorebirds and waterfowl. Wading birds, such as the great blue -

beron, will be benefited as well. Table 6 provides a list of
avifauna and mammalian species likely to utilize salt marsh
habitat.

Coneentz for Salt Marsh Develomen t

Salt marshes could be established In a variety of ways near
the central portion of Jetty Island. Suitably protected areas
could be created behind dredged material placed in any of several
configurations on the unvegetated mudflats west of the existing
isthmus. Design* such as an enclosed pond, a protected lagoon,
or mmi-protected shorelines of elevations appropriate to salt
marsh development, could result from such dredged material
disposal. Once a protected areas Is created, salt marsh could
Initially be developed along the protected shoreline fringe at
the proper elevations. Dredged material made available by later
maintenance dredging of the lover Snohomish River channel (2-3
years later) could raise the remaining enclosed or protected
area, and an extensive salt marsh could be developed.
Alternatively, some of the existing upland area of the isthmus
could be used to fill the protected area so that the maximum
amount of salt marsh could be developed In the beginning,,
eliminating the need to rely on future disposals to complete the
design. This would be desirable from the standpoint of
minimizing damage and disruption to an established fringe marsh
by later disposals and activity.

Relatively protected areas could also be produced In the lee
of a chain of small islands of dredged material, with more
islands, or fill between Islands and joining thak being placed
by subsequent maintenance dredging operations (eventually forming
lagoons or enclosed ponds, and more marsh area, successionally).

Several concepts for potential salt marsh development are .

discussed in detail in following sections.

Unelosd lnd Conet (Design me. 1.

A continuous spit, attached at both ends to Jetty Island
(Figure S), would create an enclosed pond. A surrounding fringe
of elevations appropriate to salt marsh would exist. If the
floor of the pond were filled to the elevations appropriate for
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salt marsh vegetation (8-10 feet KLLW), a such greater area of
marsh could be developed than if habitat development was limited
to construction only of a protective berm.

An area of about 15 ac;es (to the existing shoreline) would
be enclosed by a 150,000 ydJ (dry volume) berm of the following
average dimensions: 3,000 feet in length, 10 foot height, top
width 35 feet, Side slopes 10, top elevation +15 feet RLLW.
Table S presents a summary of design features for this
alternative. The berm would cover approximately 15 acres of tide
flats. About 5 acres of shoreline ringing the enclosed pond
created by this berm would be at elevations between +8 and +12
feet NLLW and therefore appropriate for salt marsh establisment.
Approximately 8 acres above +12-1/2 feet RLLW could be
established as beach grassland. The floor of the enclosed pond
would be at a minimum elevation of +6 feet NLLW. If the floor
ar;a were raised to an average elevation of +8 feet RLLW, "50#000
ydJ of additional fill would be required. This could come from
subsequent maintenance dredging operations or from existing
upland areas of the island, which average +13.6 feet KLLW
elevation. Approximately 5.5 acres of isthmus upland, leveled to
+8 feet MLLW, would provide the required fill, while adding to
the area available for salt marsh establishment (then totalling
19 acres). The area in such a pond in which salt marsh
vegetation would actually thrive would likely be much less than
the area available, due to the lack of periodic inundation which
is necessary to maintain this habitat.

The amount of intertidal sand/mudflat habitat removed by
this design would be approximately 30 acresl however, 3 acres
would be added by this new shoreline. Shoreline lost would
roughly be replaced by the new outer shoreline of the berm.
Existing upland habitat loss would be negligible if no existing
land were used as fill behind the berm, and in fact, 8 upland
acres would have been created. If 5.5 acres of existing upland
were used as fill, there would be a net increase of 3 acres in
upland habitat.

An enclosed pond design would have the physical advantage of
being more resistant to wave and tide erosion than would designs
involving spits with openings for tidal inundation on the west
side of the island. lowever, the species benefits would be
somewhat different. Wildlife use (i.e., by birds and small
mammals) would be similar to other designs; but since no direct
water access to the bay would exist, the marsh would not be
useful to fishes (e.g., Juvenile salmonids) for feeding and
ref uge. (See Table 9 for a discription of the benefits to fish
and wildlife resulting from this design.) Also, the surrounding
aquatic areas would not directly benefit by increased nutrient
inputs from decaying marsh vegetation. Since most water would
only enter an enclosed pond during storms with high waves, and
via rainf&all, it is possible that an enclosed pond could act as a
salt sink. If this happened. salinities could quickly increase
beyond the tolerance lImits (see Table 7) of many of the targeted
marsh vegetation. Also, since tidal fluctuations would be
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virtually eliminated in such a pond, salt marsh could exist at
best as a very narrow fringe.

oen Lagoon Concept MBeain Nos. 2k& 2M1

A lagoon, as described herein, Is not necessarily an area
permanently covered by water but one which receives tidal
exchange, or is inundated, on essentially a daily basis. Several

j lagoon designs could be formed in the central area of Jetty
Island.

An easily constructed lagoon would entail creating a spit or
spits to enclose a bay formed at the isthmus of the island. One
spit extending north from the southern bulge or south from above
the istkmus area would create a large protected lagoon within
which salt marsh could be established. Variations on this design
would be to create two shorter spits with an opening in the
middle, or one spit not connected to the island itself (i.e.,
with openings at the northern and southern ends).

Those channel areas would allow inundation on high tides and
provide access for fishes, including juvenile salmonids, which
could feed on insects and other invertebrates in the salt marsh.
They would also provide conduits for nutrient export to
surrounding aquatic habitats. lovever, any gap on the bay side
would be especially subject to erosion from of tides and waves.
It Is beyond the scope of this report to predict the ultimate
fate of sediments as a result of erosion in these circumstances,
but it Is very probable that without stabilization, at least at
the ends of the spits, the configurations discussed would not
remain as originally placed, and the life span of the established
habitats could not be forecast with certainty. Some form of
artificial (non-vegetative) stabilization could remedy this

roblem. Such stabilization would be required at any gaps placed
n the protective spit (i.e., around the intertidal tip of the

spit itself and over the floor of the gap). Due to the high
costs of potential stabilizing materials (riprap, old tires,,
etc.), only designs which include a single gap will be
considered.

DhsignI =..Jllz$Js, .. lEpt;L. ._LagD . The average
dimensions of a straight spit with one gap (Figure 6) created
from 150,000 yd3 (dry volume) of dredged material would be the

* same as given for Design No. I. Such a spit would protect an
area of approximately 19 acres (to the existing shoreline) and
would have approximately 5 acres of internal shoreline, between
*8 and +12 feet RLLW, appropriate for salt marsh establishment
(Table 8). tight acres appropriate for beach grassland would be
created. lhe floor of the enclosed area would average about 45
to 46 feet XLLW. If the lagoon area were filled to a minimum 48
foot elevation, either with new dredged material from subsequent
maintenance dredging or by use of some of the existing upland
material of Jetty Island, nearly the entire It protected acres
could be established as salt marsh. The mount of fill material
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required to raise the elevation of the laon floor to a minimum
#8 feet MLLW would be "60,000-9,000 yd'. An area of 6.5-10
acres of the existing upland Isthmus area of Jetty Island, if
lowered to +8 feet MLLW, would provide this volume of fill. In
this manner# 25-30 acres could be created having elevations
appropriate for a salt marsh .

The straight protective spit would cover about 15 acres of
existing sand/mudflat habitat. owever, over a mile of new
shoreline would be created by this design. If 6.5-10 acres of
existing Isthmus upland were lowered and used as fill behind the
spit for salt marsh elevation establishment, actual upland
acreage loss would range from zero to a maximum of 4 acres.
Table 9 depicts the fish and wildlife benefits associated with
this design.

DjIsBgnIJD_ kDD/Okjnn. A straight spit might
be more subject to wave action than would some other shape, such
as a bowed spit (Figure 7) which should break up wave energy and
direct it more longshore to the north and south. Such a bowed
spit would be shorter, due to its being placed over an area with
a greater average depth. The dimensions would be approximately:
2,500 feet in length, 11 foot average height, top width 35 feet
side slopes 1:10, top elevation +15 feet NLLW. About 19 acres
would still be protected by the bowed spit, and "5 internal
shoreline acres would be at elevations appropriate for salt marsh
development. In this case, 6 acres of new upland could bedeveloped as beach grassland (Table 8). As for the straight .spit, filling the protected lagoon would allow nearly all of the

enclosed 19 acres to be established as salt marsh, and if the -
fill material came from the existing Isthmus, "25 acres of salt
marsh would be possible.

The bowed spit would cover 11 acres of existing
sand/mudflat. However, about one mile of now shoreline would be
created; and as with the straight spit, upland acreage (5 acres)
would be gained. If existing isthmus acreage were used as fill,
approximately I acre of uplands would be lost. See Table 9 for
an accounting of the benefits to fish and wildlife associated
with this design.

Rnlosed Lagoon Conegpt (Design NoR. 2A Q3N'

comsbination of Designs I and 2 would be a fully-enclosed lagoon
marsh. Creation of this design would entail, first, completely

• enclosing the bay area with a berm connected at both ends to the
island as discussed under Design #1 above, creating a pond area,
and 8 new upland acres for beach grassland. The upland area of
the isthmus would be lowered to a minimum +8 feet NLLW east to
west across the entire island and the resulting material used to
fill the pond to a minimum +8 feet NLL, creating 24 acres having
elevations appropriate for salt marsh and yielding no overall
loss of upland acreage. By opening small gaps in the very top of
the training dike (to the +8 feet NLLV level), this area would
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receive regular tidal inundation, resulting in a lagoon rather
than a pond (Figure 8). There are several advantages to this
design. First, a lagoon and marsh habitat would be created,
allowing use by fishes and nutrient exchange to surrounding
aquatic habitats. Second, the size of the marsh would be
maximized from the outset, eliminating the need for subsequent
dredged material disposal to complete the design. therefore, no
damage to any initially established fringe marsh would occur by
later dredged material disposal and activity. Also, the design
is protected from erosive wave forces. Finally, no artificial
stabilization would be required. Thus, both the life of the
design and the species benefits would be maximized and
development costs kept low.

This design would be practical, hovever, only in conjunction
with some modification of existing upland areas. Without such
modification, water from any developed salt marsh could not be
exchanged from the protected river side of Jetty Island, and an
enclosed lagoon as described would not be possible.

ajnt gJ- JZncSoaed Lagoon. Without P1 r,2f-ln2 sJi-. If
only minimal modification of existing uplands were allowed, an
alternative design would entail the placement of a culvert(s) or
unlined channel (s), with a minimum elevation of +8 feet RLLW,
across the Isthmus area (Figure 9). In this way, very little
upland area would be disturbed and water access would still be
from the eastern side of the island (thus avoiding potential
erosional problems). Only a fringe of marsh within the lagoon
could initially be established, and completion of the design
(establishment of marsh over virtually the entire 1S acres
protected by the spit) would require the use of additional new
dredged material 2-3 years later (see Table 8). Thus, the
potential would exist for damaging the previously established
fringe of marsh during subsequent project development. However,
balanced against this would be the expected increased life of the
marsh area due to better protection by the enclosing berm (i.e.,
there would be a greater certainty relative to predicting the
final outcome of the project than would exist for less protected
marsh designs). Fish and wildlife values of this alternative are
shown in Table 9.

nehI8DnacJ._-__lnhjeL.8flDnLSD D/jn Ladgaaa. One possible
variation to the enclosed lagoon concept would be a combination
open lagoon and enclosed lagoon in which a second berm would be
joined from the bowed spit to Jetty Island (Figure 10). Box
culverts could be placed in the berm to provide tidal influence
to the enclosed lagoon. so alteration to the Jetty Island
uplands would be necessary sinci tidal action would be provided
through the box culverts. Such a design would require an
additional berm 750 feet in length and containing approximately
38,000 cubic yards of dredged material. That a ditional fill
material would need to be derived from a later dredging cycle
since construction of the main spit would require all material
from the initial dredging operation (Table 8).
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The advantage of this design would be that the inner berm
would be protected free wave action by the bowed spit and greater
diversity of habitats could be achieved because of the added
protection afforded to the enclosed lagoon. The inner berm would
create additional beacbgrass habitat that would otherwise be salt
marsh or unvegetated &and flats.

The maintenance and proper operation of a box culvert within
the spoil materials could Initially be a problem until vegetation
has stabilized the berm and settlement and erosion have been
checked. A second disadvantage would be that some disturbance to
established marsh and beachgrass habitat would be necessary
during construction of the inner berm and culverts. Fish and
wildlife values of this design are shown in Table 9.

Chain Inland Concept (Deslan No. d

A chain of islands could be placed along the same general
area as a berm or spit (Figures 5-10), providing a relatively
protected lagoon-like area around which salt marsh could be
established. Substantially less dredged material than needed for
other designs would Initially be required to create these
islands. The area available for salt marsh development would
initially be less than with other designs, since only the most
leeward portions of each Island would be sufficiently protected.
Since the existing isthmus shoreline area would also not be as
well protected as with other designs, the extent of marsh
development is expected to be somewhat less there as well. A
maximum number of marsh acres could not be developed until
several years (dredging cycles) later, when subsequent dredging
could fill the inter-island areas and create a spit or berm.
Then, an entire protected or enclosed area with the correct
elevations, as defined in the first three concepts, could be
developed.

The practicality of chain Islands is much reduced by their
susceptibility to wave erosion. Since the shoreline-area-to-
volume ratio would be much less than for a spit or berm, and
since many local areas of concentrated wave energy would likely
be created, it is judged that development of chain islands would
not be feasible off central Jetty Island without substantial
artificial stabilization. The high cost of such stabilization
would probably require that same other design be considered
first.

The main advantages of creating a chain of islands with
dredged material are that isolated areas of different habitats
(e.g., which might be attractive to birds for breeding, etc.)
could be created, and the volume of material required would be
less than for other designs. The isolation of the Islands would
not be substantial because the entire area would be exposed at
low tide, and therefore such areas would probably not be ore
attractive to breeding birds or other wildlife than are other
areas of Jetty Island (which is already isolated from man and - -

many potential predators). The major reason for the develoment
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of chain Islands would be that not enough material existed to
creae o* o theothr d sigs. l1 the concepts discussed In

cte orepof tbsue othat 150si00 yd f dredged material would be
avalable at the start of project development. Since the other
desi gns discussed could be created with this amount of materialt
developmeat of chain Islands Is not considered to be most
appropriate for Jetty Island.
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PRZFERMZ PLANS

Accepting that malt marsh and beach grassland establishment
would be the most beneficial and appropriate habitat development
plan for Jetty Island, onl those designs which have the highest
probability of actually allowing healthy salt marsh to establish
can be given serious consideration. For this reason alone, both
Design No. 4, chain island concept (due especially to major
uncertainty over whether substrate materials would remain vhere
placed), and Design go. 2, enclosed pond concept (due to lack of
tidal exchange and potential salinity problems), were not
considered feasible (Table 8).

A heavily weighted factor in determining specific preferred
plans must be the area of the target habitats which could be
developed under different designs. The various potential open
lagoon (Design No. 2) and enclosed lagoon (Design No. 3) concepts
could each initially develop a moderate mount of salt marsh if
no existing upland areas were modified to complete the final
target designs, and an additional 5-6 acres of beach grassland
could be established. A more extensive marsh area could be
created if some upland areas could be modified, and overall
upland habitat loss would be minimal. The open lagoon design
created from a straight spit, and with the protected area filled
from existing isthmus material, has the potential for allowin
development of the greatest absolute area as salt marsh (up to 30
acres) (Table S). Following this in potential area for salt
marsh development Is the open lagoon created from the bowed spit
(25 acres), then the enclosed lagoon, Design 3A (20+ acres).
All these designs allow 5-6 acres of new beach grassland
development as well.

The projected life span of each design must also be taken
into account. Only speculations could be made in this report
based on the very scant information presently available on waves,
currents, storms# and foundation stability of the area. From a
qualitative standpoint, open lagoon designs created from a spit
with a gap are expected to have a shorter life, and to protect
the enclosed marsh area less well, than would a solid berm.
Artificial stabilization would increase the expected life of a
spit to an unknown extent. lowever, the same amount of
stabilization applied to a continuous berm would be expected to
increase its effective life even further.

Configuration (shape) will also affect the expected life of
any design. A bowed barrier spit, generally smoothing the

* contours of the island could, if properly designed, enhance the
stability of the shoreline of the entire island. A straight
barrier spit would be less likely to eliminate or reduce areas of
concentrated wave energy or may possibly cause even more
concentrated energy to be directed at itself. A continuous
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curving berm should act much like a bowed spit smoothing out the
island contour and averaging wave energy along the entire
shoreline, as opposed to concentrating it in any one area. The
bowed spit and continuous berm designs would, therefore, be
expected to have longer effective lives.

Taken together, it would appear that the most desirable
design would be an enclosed lagoon (Design no. 3A), developed at
one time by grading a portion of the isthmus uplands,
establishing salt marsh over the entire area, and with tidal
access from the protected east side. A relatively large area
(approximately 20 acres) of salt marsh could thus be developed,
being as well protected and having as long an expected life as
possible, and with potential fish and wildlife benefits as great
as for any other design (Table 9). Also, the maximuma new area of
beach grassland (6 acres) is possible with this plan (Table 8).

Ranked second would be an enclosed lagoon (Design 39) with
only a fringe marsh initially developed (i.e, without lowering
isthmus uplands for use as fill). This design would allow for
minimal modification on the existing uplands, as tidal access
would be from the protected east side of the island via a culvert
or channel. This design would incorporate the most stable
protection for the developing marsh, while still allowing for
maximum potential fish and wildlife species benefits; and

..subsequent maintenance dredging would produce a final design
"different from the most preferred plan only in total potential
-marsh acreage (15 vs 20 acres) (Table 8).

The third of the preferred plans is the open lagoon (Design
No. 23) created by a bowed spit. This Is considered to be the
best option if no uplands modification can be undertaken. A
fringe marsh, and then an area marsh created from subsequent
dredge disposal, could eventually cover as much as 19 acres
(Table 8). (The 25 acre area mentioned earlier as possible with
this design could not be realized without modification of the
uplands.) lowever, this assunes no erosional problems, and the
final area of stable marsh could be less. If artificial
stabilization were used, a.-greater final area of stable marsh
should exist. An area of beach grassland slightly less than for
the other preferred designs, but still significant (5 acres),
could be created with this design. Because of erosion and cost
uncertainitles, the bowed spit/open lagoon concept Is recommended
last.

The last of the preferred plans would be the nclosed
Lagoon/Open Lagoon (Design 3C) created by adding a cross berm
between the bowed spit and Jetty Island. This option would
provide more diverse habitat because of the open and closed
agoons. Water transfer would occur through a box culvert

installed in the berm. No modification of upland areas would be
necessary. Potential erosion problems would be similar to those
mentioned for Design no. 2. Marsh habitat created would be
approximately 10 acres, and approximately I acres of beach
grassland would occur (Table 8).
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Jetty Island Field Sampling Notesp September 6-7. 1983

9/6Z23 - W~aer 9uality

All measurements wer. made with an loribat Model U-7. Water
Quality Checker calibrated just pior to use. Salinities were

* calculated from standard curves of conductivity and temperature. -

finoboalsh iver Channal (Kid-Channel)
(So* Figure 3 for locations)

* 3:20 -3:40 PH. Tide flooding near high, good current to N.
Water sampled @ 2' below surf aceli

LOWCATIONI TURB. CORD. (SAL.) D.O. TEMP. pH
(tUTU) (umho/cm) (ppt) (mg/L) (OC)

1 02 32.0 22.8 10.7 14.6 8.0
2 02 31.7 22.7 8.8 14.5 8.0
3 01 32.4 23.0 8.8 14.8 8.1

Say iide of Isl1and (See Figure 3)

4:30 P14. Water sampled 50'I offshore# 2' below surface
(Tide high * 5:45 PM).

At Seine
Station 4 01 26.4 19.3 9.4 15.4 8.0
(at bottom -2-1/2t 26.7 19.4)
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2/7/23 -Water uly

Ennhbuish River Channel (Rid-Channel)
(Seo Figure 3 - same locations as 9/6/83 samplingo gap)

Tide love beginning to floods but net current down-cbannel.

LOAIN TURD. COND. (SAL.) D.O. TEMP. PHKLCTO (MU) (mho/cm) (ppt) (mg/L) (CC)

* 11-255-
1:10)

1 03 0.9 0.7 9.2 14.5 7.5
2 03 0.5 0.4 11.0 14.7 7.6
3 03 0.6 0.5 9.1 15.0 7.4

(1:2) At
* gap. N end

.of island, 04 0.7 0.6 9.3 14.9 7.3
on rock
dike 8'
offshore

-~~ol 21dor±4s Tide Low 0 11:28 AN.

LOCATION TURB. COND. (SAL.) D.O. TEMP. PH
(MTU) (tuba/cm) (ppt) (mg/L) (OC)

11:30 -Site
A2 (48 Deep
channel on 03 24.2 17.0 8.7 17.9 7.8
flats. slow
current to 5)

12:1 '100' W
of D3 (Slow
current to 05 26.5 18.4 10.5 17.9 81.2
R. Offshore
4,6 adeep)

Ilias9/6/63: Tide Low (-1.6) at 10:43 AM
Tide sigh (11.9) at 5:45 PM

9/7/83: Tide Low (-1.1) at 11:28 AM
Tide sigb (12.0) at 6:17 PR
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Jetty Imland Into tiftl Denthic SAmling.
2etember 9. 13

Southern transects (CMD were sampled first, with the lowest
* . stations MC3 & D3) being established and sampled at an close to

low tide an possible. Site stakes were set, and a 1 M2 quadrat
placed with its eastern corner at tbe site stake. Quadrats were
fphotograpbed and generally ch racterized, and burrows were
censused over the entire 1 a' At each site, 1/4 m2 was

*excavated to 320 cm and sived through a 5 mm mesh screen.
*organisms retained were preserved In 70 percent XTOR. Also,, a IL

core was taken from each site (to 10 cm depth, with a 7.8 cm
diameter core, taken twice). IL core samples were screened with
a 1 am seivev and retained organisms were preserved In 70 percent
3TOR. All collected organisms were returned to the laboratory *

for identif ication.

For transects A G C# the western 1/4 R2 1vas excavated,, and
the IL core sample came. from the eastern 1/4 in'. Transects B & D
had the northern 1/4 mAexcavated, and the IL core samplesa also
came from the same northern 1/4 min. Numbers of organisms found

* per site as reported In Table 4 have been normalized, so that
they are directly comparable.

See map for locations of transects.

Read stake In scotch broom& In an area of erosion N. of
isthmus and N. of turn In Jetty (which occurs 0 LIN. DAO).
Beading: 2,50.

hit*J~.:400' from bead stake
(M215-2200) Substrate: Band

Site on a Ozeef 0(Parks 1973) Cunton very
top)

Burrows: S a 14 V a 21 MSE not counted
Core and excavation done. No Abs"jio~
burrows.

So plants or algae.

filtsA2: 660' from Al (1,060' from head stake).
(12:00-12:15) At landward edge of lower @1ev. area (beside

40 deep z 4'501 wide channel In flats).
Substrate: Sand/silt
Burrows: 85a18 3.a21 V.1 9

N a 20 + 2 sprigs 3.QS±lz C8L.
bl ade)

Igo hbxzi~Aburrows
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Eit±J1: 570' from A2 (1,630' from bead stake).
(11:35-12:00) Still in lover eev. area, but s1ev. rises to

the W., and flats at this tide level extend
far to the W. Sparse ZnazJjJ cover
(intermediate blade size between other low
elev. A. nazLt and higher, amL blade1f k~ ).

burrows: N a 21 W-9 3 - 14
S a 15 4 3 lat±er& sprigs

Substrate: Sandy silt
go /.axmnin.a burrows
Cored and excavated

Observationa Along Transect A:

JZjeZa beds may curve to the W. (or end) with elevation
change (shallower, overall, toward N. end of island). OAO
doesn't slope off steadily as do other transects; i.e.,
salinity may not be reason for end of lnatsz bed.

T ULaMsetg_ Bead stake 350' N of N end of scotch broom patch
(which Is In area of erosion) at N end of
isthmus.

leading: 2950 .

Sit* 3l: 175' from bead stake.
(12:35) Substrate: not characterizedBurrows: 59• 2 hkaztnri casts (overall m2)

Trace of Al-
Core aud excavation in N 1/4 m2

£JIJ 32: 250' from 31 (425' from head stake).
(12:00) Substrate: not characterized

Burrows: 52 (overall m) (no Abkaxati=1 burrows)
Trace of Ulla, trace of Z.QALtM (sn. blade ap.?)

(now growth).
Core &nW excavation in N 1/4 m2

Aits 31. 250' from 32 (675' from bead stake).
(11:30) Substrate. not characttrized

Burrows: 33 (overall mg) (no AbanaLs burrows)
Trace of ,g,3
hphta sp.. no £na&Mt
Core and excavation in N 1/4 i 2

Bead stake at S end of narrow isthmus.
leading: 3160
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SixlL.: 490' from bead stake.
(10:00-10:15) Substrate a sand

Quadrat eastern corner at stake
Narrow blade baittza cover over entire quad.
burrows by 1/4 a : N - 21 3 w 14 V a 16

5 n 13 (0138 19=mra
sprigs)

No AhaJiLmni.3a burrows obvious
N 1/4 3 • excavated
Core sample lost. Re-cored 9-7, 12:00 (3

Cotner)

ALM-_.C: 465' from Cl (955' from bead stake).
(930-9:55) Substrate a silt/sand

20% huva/Zn tr. covert 3 corner
Pic. @15, a lt tken on JI's roll today.
burrows by 2/4 u: N 27 8 .31 V a 36

X - 21 (under algae)
go Akaznnla burrows evident
V 1/4 a' eucavated. Z corner core taken

(Scattered ji. jinLUs beds begin '75 paces V
from C2)

Sitllr : 355' from C2 (1,310' from bead stake).
(10:20-10:45) Substrate - sandy silt v/clay globs

45 Z. narisa sprigs in overall quad
Burrows: 53 =12 5 23 W 13
No AbAxAm1sga burrows

Observationn Along -CO:

- Dungeness crab molts in LQsI=ra
- Scattered cockles (Clinocar)di-m
- IVV G GR noted many jznaWusi at Cl (and generally in

higher intertidal lev.ls of Jetty Island's bay side)
- None of Parks' (1973) Oreefsl until Transect 62"
-An animal (large bivalve?) 'squirted* at us (like a

geoduck does) on 9-6 "nA 9-7, '10" V of C2. It was not
collected.

Bead stake at pointO (V end of southern bulge in island.
S of Istmus).

leadings 3000

8t M. ls 365' from bead stake.
(1:05) Substrate: not charactelized

Burrows: 67 (overall W')
No a burrows
Core and excavation in N 1/4 m2
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it.D2: 290' from DI (655' from head stake).
('903) substrate: not characttrized

Burrovs 32 (overall W )
41 Ab~a.m h burrow
Trace ntoazrorha, trace IUa
Core and excavation in NL 1/4 P2
(Deeper digging shoved primarily £allanamsia &

StiLM: "450, from D2 (1,105' from head stake).
(9:55) (just above tide line at this time)

Substrate: not charactirized
Burrows: 6 (overall a )
Scattered .. Sains, t mu cover
3 Opisthobranch egg cases (sac-like) in mude

covered v/grains
Core Ma excavation In R 1/4 m2
(Deeper digging a primarily Callianai" S

£Zsl G I S"IA naau molt)

Jetty Island Sampling Reach Reaining. Reptember S. 1293
(Tide Nigh S:45 PH)
(See map for locations)

The seine vas 100' long x 3' high, having 1/4" mash.

SSiLne1: "50' S of navigation tover at N end of isthmus(S. of Transact *20), -v5S2 Pf. get ws right on shore (0-20' out) due to

steep drop-off.
Closed to S.
Catch: 18 shiner perch (Cvtaatrgasu AgagatLj)V50-70 aum)

1 staghorn sculpin (Leptanors A-)

gJi_,2: At head stake of Transect c"u.
5:05 PH. Set to "100' offshore, "31 depth,
Closed to S.
ratch, 13 shiner perch C. ) ("60-70 mm)

7 juvenile herring (jnuM haxann)
(70-80 mm)

4 Juvenile surf melt (ZWaasjaa DraLiGsia)
(80-100 am)

I staghorn sculpin (L. AIxNaLia)
I chinook salmon ss1 t

(Da n IJhanhns La 0axtha) (1o0 me)
several transparent larval/juvenile surf

Zmelt (/iz, &±as) ('30-50 mm)

Jin& 2s At head stake of Transect eDO.
4:45 PH. Set to "1001 offshore, "31 depth.
Closed to S.
caleh: 11 shiner perch (C.& aSgarosta) ("60-70 mm)

staghorn sculpin (ia azatua)
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SefieLAs At end of path from boat dock# 02001 S of Transeact ODO.
4:30 PM. get to 4'50-751 offshore# 439 depth.
Cl osed to N1.

* .. £sQUM 2 shiner perch (L sxgas i60-70 m)

Two groundwater samples were taken September 7, 1983. Both
* were taken at low tide f rom vegetated intertidal areas on the

east side of the Island, near the southern end (Figure 3).
Sample I was taken In &.LyngbyIs sedge patcbj lamplo 2 In a
seaside arrowgrass patch. holewas dugin themiddle of each
patch down to the root zone ('20-l5 cm). and the groundwater that

* ~. percolated Into the hole was collected. Solids were allowed to
settle for 7 days, and the salinity of the water was measured
with an Nor iba,. Model U-7, Water Oual ity Checker.

aroundynar Salinity tpptll:

Imple 132 17.1
Sample 2: 14.5

VXgtat ion Notes

An Informal botanical survey of Jetty Island was performed
September 7.v 1983. The primary purpose of the visit was to
ground truth the aerial photo interpretations, but some
qualitative notes were recorded concerning species In flower.,
-istribution, density, and vegetation prof Iles from sudf lat to
uplands on the east and west sides of the Island. Comparative
observations were, made to determine the accuracy of the
descriptions recorded by Phillips (1977)t Parks (1973), and
Burrell's (1976) mapping.
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